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Short CV: 

30/04/1976

PhD in Biophysics.

Assistant Professor of Physics at the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Work Plan Summary: 

The sclera, also known as the white of the eye, is the opaque, fibrous, protective, outer layer of the eye containing collagen

and elastic fiber. 

There are considerable evidences that substantial changes occur to this dense, fibrous, viscoelastic connective tissue with eye

conditions such as myopia characterized by scleral weakening and posterior elongation.

Recent work on the sclera has presented evidence of considerable macroscopic variations in the biomechanical properties of

the sclera across its different regions.However, no attempts have been made to date to characterize the local (micron and

sub-micron) structural-mechanical properties within the sclera. 

This study will use novel atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques to provide important information on the regional variation
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of biomechanical properties within the sclera and its structure-property relationships with a high spatial resolution (sub-micron).

This study will enhance understanding of the micromechanical properties of the sclera and provide the information required for

accurate representation of scleral tissue in finite element simulations.

The easy access of a small probe, such as an AFM cantilever, on the external surface of the eye will transform the AFM into a

tool for the early diagnosis of the health of the eye. Indeed the analysis of the biomechanical changes, related to diseases of

the eye, obtained by force spectroscopy could be easily combined with the classical techniques for the ophthalmic evaluation. 

I request the approval of a COST Short Term Scientific Mission as described above

Applicant

Dr Massimiliano Papi             05 Feb 2013


